ABSTRACT Research in the area of unrelated parallel machine scheduling problem (UPMSP) with sequence-dependent setup times has received little attention from the research community. However, this problem is NP-hard even without considering the setup times, and when sequence-dependent setup times are included, finding optimal solutions becomes very difficult, especially for the problems with large dimension. In this paper, a firefly algorithm (FA) which is refined with a local search solution improvement mechanism is presented to solve this problem, with the objective of reaching a near-optimum solution. Since the classical FA was originally designed for continuous optimization problems, a new solution representation scheme is designed to make the FA suitable for a combinatorial optimization problem such as the UPMSP. Three different popular metaheuristic algorithms are developed in parallel to verify and measure the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. More so, the success of the novel firefly scheduling method is measured by comparing the quality of its solutions against the best-known methods from the literature. An exhaustive computational and statistical analysis is carried out to show an excellent performance of the new method on a large set of problem instances. The numerical results show that the improved FA is competitive, fast, and efficient and provide good quality solutions for both small and large problem instances.
I. INTRODUCTION
Parallel machine scheduling problem (PMSP) has received continued interests from wide range of production scheduling research enthusiasts and those coming from the science and engineering fields [1] . This growing attention can be attributed to the broad applications of parallel machine scheduling concepts in many modern manufacturing systems. Typical areas where PMSP is applied include drilling operations for printed circuit board fabrication [2] , [3] , dicing operations for semiconductors wafer manufacturing, other areas of application include call centers, banking and transportation [4] - [6] . The parallel machine scheduling problem discussed in this paper can be considered as a generalization of the single machine scheduling problem. More so, the introduction of additional constraints to this problem gives rise to the formulation of other variants of PMSPs of which the Unrelated Parallel Machines Scheduling Problem (UPMSP) is one them.
The UPMSP was defined in [7] as a problem model with a number of components involved. These component comprises of n jobs that are available at time zero, and have to be scheduled on m machines with different varying capabilities, which invariably result in the assigned jobs being processed at different rates [7] . In order words, by assigning job j to machine k to process, the required time in which machine k would have to process job j is given as P j,k and this time is dependent on both job j and machine k respectively. However, there is no relationship between the speed of the machines. Moreover, the UPMSP which is considered in this paper is a generalization of identical parallel machines problem. Real-world examples of UPMSP are problem arising from both production scheduling and manufacturing systems [2] , [6] . The sequence-dependent setup times S i,j,k is considered for the proposed problem formulation, where the time required to setup job i after job j on machine k may differ if the two jobs are interchanged. This invariably implies that S i,j,k = S j,i,k . In addition, each machine setup times comprises of different setup matrix, because the setup times are machine dependents. It is noteworthy to state that the type of problem model considered in this paper is regularly encountered in the industry and has both theoretical and practical relevance to different domains.
Plethora of research has been done on UPMSP, most of which resulted in the development of several interesting solution approaches for these types of problems by tackling a variety of objectives [7] - [12] . The UPMSP has been classified as an NP-hard problem, since even for the flexible identical parallel machine scheduling problem with less than two machines is considered NP-hard problem [13] , [14] . For this categories of problems, it is much easier to find optimal solutions for small set of problems than for large ones using the gradient methods. Therefore, different metaheuristic algorithms have been proposed in the literature and quite a good number of them are able to find near-optimal solutions for problem within a reasonable time frame [15] - [22] . In this paper, an efficient firefly algorithm (FA), which is combined with a local search solution improvement technique is developed and presented to solve the NP-hard UPMSP. The goals of this paper is therefore, to demonstrate the applicability of the FA algorithm to solve the UPMSP and to also show that the new hybrid FA is able to obtain good-quality solutions that are closer to the optimal solutions when compared with other existing methods. Three other popular metaheuristic algorithms namely: ant colony optimization (ACO), genetic algorithm (GA) and invasive weeds optimization (IWO) algorithm are implemented in parallel to test the superiority of the proposed hybrid FA with local search method.
The FA proposed in this paper is novel in the sense that its incorporates a robust local search solution improvement and a unique solution representation schemes. These two schemes make the new hybrid algorithm even more effective and efficient in handling the problem at hand. In addition, to present a fairer and unbiased comparisons among the different algorithms, number of fitness evaluation is used to measure the performance of each algorithms presented in this paper, that is aside the number of generation or iteration that are used in the related works to solve the same problem. The computational experiments carried out to evaluate the capability of the proposed algorithm on wide range of problem instances show that the performance of the FA approach is significantly superior to several other existing heuristics that have been used to solve the same benchmark problems. The test problems that were used to evaluate the performance of the improved FA comprises of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 machines with 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, and 120 jobs, which makes up a total of 1620 test instances. Moreover, the concluding remarks are very promising and with future potential research direction suggested.
The technical contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows. a) Demonstration of the applicability of using firefly algorithm to solve the NP-hard UPMSP with sequence-dependent setup times by hybridizing the FA with a robust local search solution improvement schemes. b) Implementation of a new solution representation and decoding procedure that is designed to make the FA more suitable for solving large instances of the problem at hand with high precisions and good quality solutions. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: a brief review of related work on UPMSP is first presented in Section II, and then the UPMSP mixed integer program formulation is presented in Section III. Next, FA and its application to solve the problem at hand is described in Section IV, while in Section V, computational study and results are further presented to evaluate the effectiveness and capability of FA to solve the problem at hand. Finally, concluding remarks and future research directions are given in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Literature on parallel machine scheduling problems is extensive [23] - [27] , while dozens of recent studies that concentrated on tackling UPMSP can also be found also in [47] - [51] . However, research that considered the UPMSP with machine-dependent and job-sequence dependent setup times is still inadequate. More so, dozens of metaheuristics for solving the UPMSP with sequence-dependent setup times, have been proposed by Anagnostopoulos and Rabadi [7] using simulated annealing (SA), Arnaout et al. [22] , [35] using ant colony optimization (ACO), Lin et al. [28] using artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm, Chang and Chen [29] using hybrid genetic algorithm, Eroglu et al. [19] using genetic algorithm (GA) with local search improvement, Vallada and Ruiz [30] using genetic algorithm (GA), Al-Salem [31] using partitioning heuristics (PH), Helal et al. [32] using tabu search (TS) heuristic, Rabadi et al. [33] using meta-heuristic for randomized priority search (Meta-RaPS), Ying et al. [34] using restricted simulated annealing (RSA). Even though, the new FA algorithm belongs to the same family of metaheuristics with ACO, ABC and GA in terms of being population based, the motivation and uniqueness of the current study greatly depends on the new solution representation and decoding schemes discussed in the later part of this paper (see Section IV). More so, this study is the first to have applied FA to solve the UPMSP problem model that is presented in this paper.
Studies on related literatures show that almost all the existing work on UPMSPs that addressed the same problem failed to deal with the problem in the manner suggested by Allahverdi et al. [36] and Zhu and Wilhelm [37] . Arnaout et al. [22] , [35] also stated that most of the existing methods that were used to solve the UPMSPs only performed well for small problem instances and that most of the scheduling methods, which did not follow the required steppes highlighted in [36] and [37] performed poorly for large problems. For example, Al-Salem [31] , Helal et al. [32] , and Rabadi et al. [33] proposed different heuristics to solve large instance of the UPMSP with sequence-dependent setup times. However, even though each of these authors claimed high performance superiority for their proposed methods over the existing ones, only the Meta-RaPS showed some level of significant improvement in obtaining good quality solutions for large problems.
Anagnostopoulos and Rabadi [7] proposed a SA heuristic for the UPMSP with setup times and with the objective of minimize makespan. The effectiveness of the SA algorithm was tested by comparing its solution quality with that of the optimal solutions obtained from an exact algorithm for small test problems. The quality of results from the computational experiment conducted demonstrated that the SA algorithm is only capable of obtaining near optimal solutions for small test problems and failed for large problems. In [34] , a restricted simulated annealing RSA algorithm was also applied to solve the UPMSP with sequence dependent setup times. In this case, SA algorithm is hybridized with a restricted search mechanism to improve the solution quality of the classical SA algorithm and also with the common objective of minimizing makespan. This scheduling approach can be seen as an improvement over the basic SA method presented in [7] , because the computational results obtained by the RSA for large problem sets indicate that it competed favorably well with other state-of-the-art scheduling algorithms from literature. However, since SA can be viewed as a search process that would always attempt to move from one current solution to another in its neighborhood solutions, it has high probability of easily getting trapped into local minimal and in addition it has a very high tendencies of incurring additional computational cost.
A hybrid genetic algorithm (HGA) with local search implementation was used to solve the UPMSP with the objective of minimizing makespan in [19] . The proposed hybrid GA solution mechanism involves the enhancement of chromosomes structure using random key numbers. The computational results of the HGA, which was tested on a set of problem that were taken from literature showed that the HGA competed fairly well with other methods. Similarly, in [30] , a genetic algorithm that includes a fast local search and a local search enhanced crossover operator was proposed. An exhaustive computational and statistical analysis tests carried out by Vallada and Ruiz [30] over a comprehensive benchmark instances, revealed the effectiveness of the GA with local search method. Similarly, a novel genetic algorithm that integrated a set of dominance properties to further improve the solution quality of the UPMSP with machine and job sequence dependent setup times was introduced in [29] . The numerical results presented in [29] showed that the hybrid GA with dominance properties (GADP) was able to obtain all optimal solutions for small test problems and outperformed other competing algorithms in both effectiveness and efficiency for larger test problems.
In [22] , ACO algorithm was used to solve the UPMSP with machine and job sequence dependent setup times. The preliminary results generated by the ACO outperformed those of the PH and TS algorithms introduced in [31] and [32] . In another development, a more detailed view of the ACO algorithm with some level of improvements from the initial ACO discussed in [22] was presented in [35] and it was shown by the authors that under optimized parameters the solution quality of the ACOII appears to be much better than the results presented in [22] , [31] , and [32] . Therefore, due to the consistent increase in the search for a better optimization solution approach for the UPMSP with setup times and as a result of the development of several new better metaheuristic algorithms with each having a promising performance profile, this study presents a novel hybridized firefly algorithm with robust solution representation mechanisms that is capable of solving large instances of the problem at hand.
The FA which is a well-known metaheuristic algorithm and its variants have been widely used to solve several optimization problems such as the flowshop scheduling problems [52] , [53] , capacitated job shop scheduling problem with sequence-dependent setup cost [54] , semiconductor scheduling problems [55] , permutation combinatorial optimization problems [56] , machine learning with specific application to data classification [57] , software project effort optimization [58] , and data routing and optimization in sensor network [59] . It is therefore, noteworthy to mention specifically that the current study is the first to have applied FA to solve the UPMSP with sequence-dependent setup time, as there is no record of an existing work that have used the same algorithm for this purpose.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The UPMSP considered and solved by the proposed scheduling method can be formally formulated as discussed below:
a) The scheduling problem consists of n jobs that are available at time zero, and have to be processed by m machines with different processing capabilities. The required time for which each machine k(k = 1, 2, . . . ., m) requires to process each job j(j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is given as P j,k , and this time is dependent on both job j and machine k respectively, while there is no relationship between the machine speed. b) For this problem, preemption is not allowed. c) The datasets information, including the processing time of job j on machine k given by (P j,k ) and the sequence dependent setup time to process job j after job i on machine k given by (S i,j,k ) are known a priori and fixed. d) The optimization objective is to minimize the makespan C max for the problem model represented as (P j,k |S i,j,k |C max ) of schedules for the unrelated parallel machines. The mixed integer program (MIP) can as well be used to minimize the total completion time or makespan for the unrelated parallel machine scheduling with setup times. However, the formulation is only suitable for solving small problem sets, as MIP solver in most cases is time consuming and therefore, not cost effective, especially when used to solve large UPMSPs. In this paper, we adopt and extend the MIP formulations presented in [7] , [22] , [32] , and [33] for makespan C max minimization of P j,k S i,j,k |C max model in order to create a deeper understanding of the theoretical and mathematical perspective of the problem at hand.
where, C max : Maximum completion time (or makespan) C j : Completion time of job j AP i,j,k : Adjusted processing time matrix of job j when it is processed immediately after job i on machine k P j,k : Processing time of job j on machine k S i,j,k : Sequence dependent setup time if job j is scheduled directly after job i on machine k S 0,j,k : Setup time if job j is scheduled to go first on machine k x i,j,k : 1 if job j is scheduled directly after job i on machine k and 0 otherwise x 0,j,k : 1 if job j is scheduled first on machine k and 0 otherwise x i,0,k : 1 if job j is scheduled last on machine k and 0 otherwise n : Number of jobs m : Number of machines V : a large positive number Comments:
(1): Describes the problem objective function, which is to minimize makespan.
(2): Ensures that each job is scheduled only once and processed by one machine.
(3): Ensures that no job can be scheduled to be first more than once.
(4): Ensures that each job must be preceded by one job and succeeded by one job.
(5): Calculate the completion times and to ensure that no job can precede and succeed the same job.
(6): Sets the completion time for the dummy initial job as zero. (7): Specifies that the decision variable x i,j,k is binary over all domains.
IV. FIREFLY ALGORITHM
The Firefly Algorithm (FA) which was first proposed by Yang [38] - [40] draws its inspiration from the flashing light attribute and behavior of the tropical fireflies. The position of any firefly can be compared to a solution space vector of a problem, and its evolution follows a system of nonlinear equation to mimic the attraction between fireflies with different brightness that is linked to the problem objective landscape [40] . The algorithm is simple, flexible and easy to implement and has been used to handle wide range of difficult NP-hard optimization problems [41] , [42] . The algorithmic concept is designed such that the movement of the i th firefly is attracted to another more attractive firefly j with higher light intensity or brightness. This movement pattern in firefly is formulated as follows: (8) where the first term is the current location of firefly i and the second term shows a firefly movement from one point to another due to its attraction. The parameter β 0 denotes the original light attractiveness of each firefly at r = 0 and γ is the light absorption coefficient. The subsequent light attractiveness of each firefly may be calculated using equation (9) or (10) for improved speed, as exponential function is slow to compute. The parameter r ij is the Euclidian distance between any two fireflies i and j, and it may be calculated using equation (11) . The parameter α ∈ [0, 1] is a randomization parameter and t i is a vector of random numbers obtained from different random number distributions, namely Uniform distribution, Gaussian distribution and Lévy flight at time t.
where x ik and x jk are the k th components of the spatial coordinates x i and x j of the i th and j th fireflies, while the parameter d denotes the problem dimension. According to the findings in [41] , the mutation operator is also used in firefly algorithm for both local and global search implementation, especially when t i is drawn from two 
Light intensity I i of firely x i is determined using f (x i ) 5: while(t < maxGeneration) do 6: for i = i : n for all n firefly 7:
for j = i : j for n all fireflies 8:
If I i < I j Then 10 Move x i towards x j in d-diminutions 11:
end if 12:
x i+1 = MoveFA (P i ) ; // Vary attractiveness with distance r via exp (-γ r) 13:
Calculate new fitness values for all fireflies 14: random number distributions, such as Gaussian distribution and Lévy flight. However, the evolutionary selection operator in firefly is not as pronounced or clearly defined as in the case of the PSO, because its only being used during the process of the FA's update step, unlike in PSO where the global best is used concurrently for the purpose of selection and update of the best particle. In addition, one special feature of the FA is its ability to regenerate into sub-multiple groups of population with each population of sub-groups being able to potentially swarm around a local problem search space with high probability of finding at least one global best solution that is the true optimality of the problem being solved. This means that the FA has good exploration capability, which makes it less likely to get stuck in a local optimum. One disadvantage of the diversification mechanism in FA is slow convergence rate and high computational time cost. The following outline presented in Algorithm 1 reflects the above explanation.
In Algorithm 1 above, the first step in formulating the FA is by randomly initializing the population of firefly. The components x i ∈ x are called decision variables, which can either be continuous real values, discrete values or a combination of the two. The while loop entails the entire search and optimization process that is being carried out by the FA. The quality of solutions or results obtained by the search process are evaluated using the EvalFA() function based on the calculated fitness function of each firefly, while the RankFA() function is used by FA to order or sort the population of fireflies according to their quality of solutions. Also, the current best solution is updated using the FindCurtBestFA() function, which determines the best candidate firefly in the population or solution search space. The MoveFA() function is used to vary the different positions of the individual fireflies according to their respective attractiveness with distance. This process is performed iteratively until the while loop is terminated. The FA search process is controlled by the maximum number of generation maxGenerationor iterations.
A. PROPOSED FIREFLY ALGORITHM
The original intention for developing the firefly algorithm was to solve continuous optimization problem, which was demonstrated using several continuous mathematical benchmark function [38] . Therefore, to make the basic firefly algorithm suitable for solving the discrete combinatorial UPMSP, a transformation method is required to change the continuous FA to a discrete form. The two instances of the transformation method employed here include the use of Adjusted processing time matrix and random permutation. In this paper, the Adjusted Processing Times Matrix [AP] k described in [7] is extended and used to enable the continuous firefly algorithm to be applied to solve the UPMSP. The [AP] k have already been used by different researchers to solve scheduling problems [7] , [29] , [43] . The [AP] k for each machine is defined such that the following constraints holds.
Therefore, by introducing the concept of [AP] k into equation (5) above, the following transformation is obtained.
The adjusted equation (12) fits well for the problem at hand, since in the benchmark problem, the datasets for the VOLUME 6, 2018 processing times are given in a matrix form [P] of size m × n dimension and the setup times which is of m number of matrices [S] k each of size n × n dimensions.
The makespan, which is the maximum completion time required to process jobs i and j on machine k is therefore given by:
while the objective function is expressed as the minimization of the maximum completion time given in equation (13) . This is expressed as follows:
The second transformation step involves the use of random permutation process, which basically follows a simple discretization process of using a modulus function given by u = x + k modm to convert the solution x to an integer u, where, k and m > 0 are integers.
B. SOLUTION REPRESENTATION
The UPMSP model considered in this paper consists of solution search space X given in equation (15), as shown at the bottom of this page. The solution search space is defined as a set of all possible schedule configurations for n number of jobs that are scheduled on m machines [10] . In other words, a complete schedule consists of n sequences of jobs for the m parallel machines. To make FA adaptive to handle the scheduling problem of the form P j,k S i,j,k |C max , four local search improvement schemes are introduced to enhance its solution search capability. The four schemes are summarized in the next subsections. The zero after job x 1,n in the first row indicates that the job x 1,n is the last job to be processed by machine 1. The same convention applies to the remaining rows, where jobs x 2,n , x k,n and x m,n are the last jobs to be processed by machines 2, k and m respectively. The sequencing is represented in the form of a matrix having the same length as the machine assignment vector. Therefore, the job sequence denoted here as x 2 can be represented as m × n matrix that shows the sequencing operations on each machine. Consider the following instance of x 2 given as follow (16), as shown at the bottom of this page. The variable x 1 or x 2 describes the sequence operation for each machine, while the sequence operation in machine m 1 is job 6, job 15, job 16, and job 2. The same description applies to machines m 2 and m 3 . Sequel to the discussion above, the zeros after job 2, job 14, job 7, and job 1 indicates that these jobs are the last to be processed by m 1 for job 2, m 2 for job 14, m 3 for job 7 and m 4 for job 1.
It is important to note that the assignment and sequencing mechanisms are based on the variation of light intensity of the individual firefly. The light intensities are adjusted based on the quality of solutions in each round
. . . 
of generation. The light intensity I of a firefly, which represents the solution x is proportional to the value of the fitness function I (x) ∝ f (x). In [38] , I was said to vary according to the following equation:
where I 0 represents the light intensity of the source and γ denotes the light absorption coefficient.
2) INITIAL SOLUTION
The initial solution of the proposed FA is randomly generated by ordering the sequence of jobs and assigning jobs to machines. The initial population of fireflies is set equal to the number of solutions in the population, respectively. It is noteworthy to mention here that the performance of the FA as a population based metaheuristic is greatly affected by the quality of the initial population selected. Therefore, a good initial population increases the algorithm's chances of locating a high degree of promising areas in the search space and provides enough diversity to avoid premature convergence [14] .
In this paper, the number of fireflies or population sizes used to solve the UPMSP are 100 and 200.
3) FITNESS VALUE
The term fitness is used here to mean the performance evaluation of each firefly. The fitness values of fireflies are often evaluated after the generation of a new population. The fitness value of the firefly x i determined by the proposed method for solving the UPMSP model is usually computed by the FA using the fitness function equation given in (18) . The higher the fitness value of a firefly, the better its performance would be. It is equally important to mention here that because in the proposed scheduling formulation, each firefly was used to represent a candidate schedule of parallel machines, the maximum makespan C max which is obtained by the firefly is used to measure its performance. The fitness value of the individual firefly is computed using the expression given in equation (18) .
4) LOCAL SEARCH
The neighborhood structures used in the implementation of the local search improvement phase include the following schemes: random generation, swap, insertion, and inversiontransitions. The random generation involves a random transition or movement within a predefined neighborhood that results in the random generation of a schedule. The swap transition involves the switching of schedules of two selected jobs i and j. The insertion transition has to do with the process of selecting a job i at random from the schedule x and inserting it into the position preceding a randomly choosing job j from the same schedule. The inversion transition replaces a randomly selected job's sub-schedule from the schedule x by its reversal. The local search transitions are created in the following manner:
Step 1: Swap move a) Randomly select a machine k from the assignment schedule x 1 b) Randomly select two jobs i and j in machine k c) Swap the positions of jobs i and j
Step 2: Insertion move a) Randomly select a job i b) Randomly insert job i into a schedule x 2 while maintaining the relative orders of the remaining jobs that belong to the same schedule.
Step 3: Inversion move a) Randomly select two jobs i and j in machine k b) Interchange the positions of jobs i and j Note that the above three local search moves can be performed on the same machines (intra-machine moves) or between different machines (inter-machine moves). While intra-machine move handles jobs that are scheduled on the same machine, the inter-machine moves involve the rescheduling of jobs between two different machines. The proposed FA for scheduling of UPMSP can be formulated as shown in Algorithm 2.
The Algorithm 2 uses the notion of light intensity of a firefly, which is affected by the landscape of fitness function to reach a good quality solution. The function AlphaNew() is used to generate a new value for the parameter α. The function CreateNeighbor() is used to implement the different local search improvement schemes and also to generate a new schedule by using the different neighborhood structures discussed in Section IV above. The algorithm is terminated when the maximum number of iteration or generation (G max ) is reached, which in this case is set to 1000.
V. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section, several computational experiments were carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed FA for solving the UPMSP by considering scheduling problems with different categories of machines and job sequence dependent setup times. The FA algorithm was implemented in MATLAB, using version R2018a and run on a personal computer with an Intel Core Duo 3.87 GHz CPU and 8 GB RAM under Windows OS environment. The performance of the FA was subsequently compared with other existing state-of-the-art metaheuristic algorithms from literature. This comparison is based on the individual algorithms' number of iterative generations processes. The compared existing algorithms include PH [31] , TS [32] , Meta-RaPS [33] , RSA [34] , GADP [29] , ACO [22] , ACOII [35] , ABC and HABC [28] . However, in order to present a nondiscriminatory comparison among the metaheuristic algorithms, especially in such cases where number of fitness evaluations are involved, it has been suggested that the algorithms be compared based on the number of fitness evaluation being consumed after each step of the algorithms evaluations process [44] - [46] . for j = i : j for n all fireflies 8:
α i = AlphaNew(); // determine a new value of α 9:
Stage 1: Solve (x 1 ) // find x 1 using equation (9) 10: Stage 2: Solve (x 2 ) // find x 2 using equation (9) and (10) 11: Find C max (x i ) that are associated with x 1 and x 2 
12:
EvalFA x 0 , f (x i ) // evaluate x based on f (x i ) associated with x 1 and x 2 
13:
If
Move x i towards x j in d-diminutions 15: end if 16:
x new = CreateNeighbor(x) //using local search scheme generate a new schedule from x 17:
Calculate new fitness values for all fireflies 18:
Update firefly light intensity I i 19:
x i+1 = MoveFA (x i ) ; // Vary attractiveness with distance r via exp(−γ r) 20: Therefore, further experiments were conducted in this paper, which involve the design and implementation of three additional algorithms namely ACO, GA and the invasive weed optimization (IWO) algorithm. More so, each of the algorithm has been hybridized with a local search improvement mechanism to further enhance their performances.
A. BENCHMARK INSTANCES
The test problems used for the evaluation of the proposed algorithm was also used in [26] , [32] , [34] , and [35] and is available at (http://www.schedulingResearch.com). However, the structure of the benchmark problems is of two categories first is the processing times and second is the setup times. The two datasets are randomly generated using a discrete uniform distribution on the range of U [50, 100] and U [125, 175] respectively. The uniform distribution bounds for both processing and setup times determine the level of dominance. What this means is that when processing and setup times are balanced, they are both drawn from U [50, 100] . In the case when the processing times are dominant, then both the processing and setup times are drawn from U[125, 175] and U [50, 100] . When setup times are dominant, then both processing and setup times are drawn from U [50, 100] and U [125, 175] respectively. The test problem components consist of jobs n and machines m, where n is in the range of 20, 40, 60, 80 and 120 jobs respectively, while m is in the range of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 machines respective. Previous research such as the work presented by Rabadi et al. [33] and Arnaout et al. [35] generated 15 replication instances for each combination of machine number, job number, processing time distribution and setup time distribution, which gave a total of 6 × 6 × 3 × 15 = 1620 test problem instances. The same test instances were used to evaluate the performance of the FA in this paper. In the analysis of the different methods described in this paper, the firefly and other existing algorithms' parameters are configured as shown in Table 1 (experimentation based on number of generations) and Table 2 (experimentation based on the number of fitness evaluation consumed). However, the parameter settings for some existing algorithms such as PH, TS and Meta-RaPS were not provided in the literature and therefore, were not covered in these tables. Furthermore, for each instance of the problem, the FA, ACO, GA, and IWO were run 30 times to allow for further experimental replications and rigorous statistical analysis at later stage.
B. LOWER BOUNDS
A lower bound is obtained for each test instance using the following methods in equations (19) through (21): a) The first lower bound, denoted by LB1 is expressed as the ratio between the sums of the minimum adjusted processing time's matrix and the number of machines. This is expressed as shown in equation (19) .
b) The second lower bound, denoted by LB2 is expressed as the maximum adjusted processing times matrix with respect to the minimum adjusted processing times matrix for each job. This is expressed as presented in equation (20) .
c) The final lower bound is expressed as the maximum of the first and second lower bound computed and is expressed as represented in equation (21) .
The average percentage deviation ρ of all algorithms from the lower bound was used to evaluate the quality of solutions obtained by the FA in comparison with other existing algorithms. The average percentage deviation was calculated as follows:
where C max (algorithm) denotes the average makespan obtained by the algorithms. Similarly, using FA as the control algorithm, the average percentage deviation δ of existing algorithms from FA was calculated as follows:
C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the conducted experiment, large set of test problem instances were considered, which are in the order of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 machines with 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, and 120 jobs. As mentioned earlier, 15 instances of both machines and job combinations were solved to find the best solutions by the proposed FA algorithm, which was then compared with other existing heuristics that have been applied to solve similar test problems in the past. Table 3 and 4 show the average values of ρ when the processing and setup times are balanced, which is represented here as ''B,'' and when the processing times are dominant, which is represented as ''P,'' and when the setup times are dominant, which is represented as ''S.'' From the performance evaluation results shown in the two tables, it is obvious that the proposed FA algorithm outperformed all the existing techniques, considering its overall small average ρ values for all test problems. The FA performance trend indicates that the algorithm consistently outperformed all the competing algorithms from literature, more especially for small number of jobs (20, 40 and 60 in some cases) and machine combinations (as shown in Tables 3 and 4) . However, this relative performance by the FA was seen to decline as the number of jobs increased, but not withstanding the algorithm still maintained its performance superiority even with large combination of jobs and machines as evidence in the numerical computations demonstrated in this paper, irrespective of the dominance criterion. To further support this claim, different performance graphs of two related swarm based algorithms namely, ACO and ABC, which are highly competitive population algorithms with the FA were separately implemented and presented as shown in Figs 1 through 10. These two algorithms were selected for comparison with the FA because they have previously been used to solve the same problem under consideration in this paper. The respective convergence graphs generated based on varying number of machines, jobs and fixed number of 1000 iterations, clearly show that the proposed FA 80 jobs combinations respectively. From these tables, it is also obvious that considering the average percentage deviation of each of these algorithms, FA has better performance, since none of the existing methods appears to have any negative sign which is an indication of an algorithm with the smallest solution (makespan) among all compared algorithms. However, among the existing algorithms, the HABC, ABC and RSA performed better than the others, which is an indication that these set of metaheuristics, which were used to compare and evaluate the performance of the FA are actually very strong methods for solving the problem at hand. Therefore, since FA outperformed all the aforementioned algorithms for the considered problem structure, it can be said that the proposed solution method is a better approach for handling the P m S i,j,k |C max problem.
The effectiveness of the FA was further measured based on the algorithm's computational time across all the problem structures. However, since some of the computational times for the existing algorithms are not reported in the literature and more so each of them where actually tested and implemented using different computing and programming platforms and therefore it would be inappropriate to compare the length of time it took each methods to execute a specific problem instance. In Table 8 , the average computational times for all the problem structures that were executed using the FA method are reported. The computational times were obtained by running 1000 generations for every problem instance described earlier in Section V above. The 1000 maximum number of generation used for the FA as compared to the 6000 and 15000 for ABC and ACO grantees finest quality solutions especially for large problems than the existing algorithms with higher number of iterations. It was also observed that there was no observed significant difference in the execution times in running the balanced processing and setup times, processing times dominant and setup times dominant. Therefore, since the CPU time was not affected by these data classifications, only the CPU times for the balanced notations is presented as shown in Table 8 and Fig 11. From this table, it can be seen that the CPU times progresses in length as the number of jobs increases. For example, in the case of 2 machines and 20 jobs the CPU time was between 78.05 and 88.77 seconds, while for 2 machines and 120 jobs, the CPU times was between 464.94 and 872.11 seconds. Similarly, the FA's average CPU computational times is further illustrated in Fig 11 below .
In order to further confirm the superiority of the proposed FA method and to also test whether there was any significant difference among the compared algorithms' relative performance or not, paired t tests were carried out on all the test instances with 95% (α = 0.05) confidence interval to determine specifically the best performed algorithm. The statistical results presented in Table 9 clearly show that the mean difference is statistically significant with p < 0.00001 for all the comparisons made among PH -FA, TS -FA, Meta-RaPS -FA, RSA -FA, ACO -FA, ACOII -FA, ABC -FA, and HABC -FA. Overall, the average performance of the FA is better than even the best state-of-the-art algorithms namely ACO, ACOII, ABC and HABC, which have previously been used to solve the P jk S i,j,k |C max problem. In summary, the numerical and statistical evaluations revealed that while the FA appears to be the best averagely performed algorithm, it is followed by the HABC, ABC, RSA, and PH coming last on the list.
Since its now very obvious that the results of the proposed FA method outperformed the other algorithms, it is therefore interesting to still analysis it performance based on a different metrics such as the fitness value. In Table 10 , the results of the additional experiments conducted using the three new implemented algorithms in this paper, which include ACO, GA and IWO as aforementioned earlier in Section V above are presented. The computational results still show that based on the number of fitness evaluation, the FA still outperforms the ACO, GA and IWO for all the problem test instances. However, the IWO appears to also perform very well, especially from both solution quality and computational time point of view. As shown in Table 10 , most of the minimum makespan values recorded among each of the compared algorithms with respect to the following analytical evaluation metrics namely minimum (Min),maximum(Max),average(Avg),and standard deviation(StDev)of makespan were obtained by the proposed FA algorithm for the 15 test instances of machines to jobs number of problem combinations. The simulation results presented in Table 10 are available at the Scheduling Research (http://www.schedulingResearch.com).
Similarly, in addition to the first statistical analysis discussed earlier, a second paired t tests was performed on all the test instances with 95% (α = 0.05) confidence interval to determine specifically the best performed algorithm for the experimental evaluation conducted using the fitness evaluation function. The statistical results presented in Table 11 also show that the mean difference is statistically significant with p < 0.00001 for all the comparisons made among ACO -FA, GA -FA, IWO -FA. Generally, the average performance of the FA still appeared to be better than the other three methods (i.e. ACO, GA, IWO). However, the IWO algorithm seems to be closer in performance to the FA.
In Fig 12 below , using LB as the control algorithm, the average percentage deviation ρ of ACO, GA, IWO, and FA algorithms from LB is shown. The notation ''N/M'' on the horizontal axis denotes ''M'' number of machines (i.e. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12) and ''N'' number of jobs (i.e. 20, 40, 60, . . . 120). The graph clearly shows that FA has the least computed ρ values as compared to the other techniques including IWO, GA, and ACO. However, the computed ρ values for both IWO and GA for some problem instance are quite close to that of the FA, meaning that these two algorithms competed fairly well alongside the proposed FA method. The ACO which has the largest deviation values from LB appears to be the least performed method among the four compared techniques. To further elaborates on the superior performance of the FA method, and by using FA as the control algorithm, the deviations δ of the other three methods from it were computed and is as shown in Fig 13. For reference and replication purposes, the computational times for ACO, GA, IWO and FA whose computational results for the balanced instances generated based on the number of fitness function evaluation shown in Table 10 above, and were originally implemented under the same computing conditions, are shown in Table 12 below.
In this table, even though the execution times recorded for the FA implementation are higher than those of ACO and IWO, they are reasonable enough to be considered acceptable for real-world application, especially with the proposed FA method yielding best quality solutions in virtually all the problem instances considered for the problem at hand. However, the main factor that could have contributed to the slight increase in FA CPU time can be linked to its thorough diversification mechanism, which results in slow convergence rate as mentioned in Section IV above. VOLUME 6, 2018 To summarize the whole experimentation and analysis carried out in this paper, it was shown that evaluating the new FA method based on the number of generation or iteration and number of fitness values, the algorithm has high potential of obtaining good quality solutions. Similarly, to obtain fair comparisons among the metaheuristic algorithms developed in this paper, each algorithm's fitness values were determined and subsequently used as measure of performance metrics. The results based on the fitness evaluation clearly show that the new FA scheduling approach yielded better solutions than the other compared algorithms. Another interesting aspect of the solution method discussed in this paper is that, during the experimentation process, it was observed that, despite running each test instance for 15 different datasets for each job, there were some instances for which the solutions generated by the FA were better than the results of the LB presented in [22] and [35] . These scenarios occurred mostly for small problem instances with 20, 40, and 60 jobs, and when the setup times are dominant.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION
This paper presents an improved FA optimization algorithm, to solve the UPMSP with sequence-dependent setup times and also with the objective of minimizing makespan. The proposed FA solution method which was implemented and described in this paper involves two stage solutions for machine assignment and job sequence scheduling. The first stage generates an initial schedule of jobs to machine assignment for n jobs on m machines, and the second stage involves the employment of an improved FA to perform a global search update on the generated job sequence.
The incorporation of the local search improvement mechanism into the FA has shown to be productive by introducing diversity in the search premises of the solution spaces, which assist the algorithm to avoid premature convergence. The performance of FA was experimentally validated by comparing its quality of solutions with eight (8) other existing techniques from literature. According to the computational results obtained, FA outperformed all the existing algorithms in solving the 1,620 problem instances combination. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm was able to obtain near optimal solutions for all test instances in a very short CPU time.
Further research may consider improving the performance of the current FA solution approach by introducing an alternative solution representation and encoding scheme that would introduce better diversity into the solution search space of FA. In addition, it may be also of interest to use the improved FA to solve other variants of the parallel machine scheduling problems with due date related performance measures or better still evaluate the solution of the proposed method with other LB models.
